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The way data is fundamentally
designed, collected and stored
has not changed in 20 years.
The result? Huge proliferation of data that needs a ton of
effort to make any sense of it.

CHALLENGES

IDEAL SOLUTION

DESIRED OUTCOMES

More data than ever before, in more formats and
structures, coming faster and noisier than any
time in history. Capturing this data, organizing it
and delivering insights to consumers is possible
thanks to the cloud and X-as-a-Service – but this
is a crowded, rapidly evolving domain.

An enterprise analytics program has stakeholders
from all over your organization – from the field to
the C-suite. Everyone needs to work together to
understand the opportunities around exploiting
your data assets, then prioritize the tasks, all
while using a common language.

Align all of your stakeholders by cutting through
marketing noise, gaining a common
understanding of a modern analytics
deployment, and plan to implement the most
important capabilities first.

Newcomp Analytics
Analytics Bootcamp
Canada’s most successful corporations, governments and
organizations turn to Newcomp Analytics for an insider’s
view of modern data and analytics.
Our Analytics Bootcamps help to accelerate learning and
define the skills and tools for working with today’s vast
data environment, from strategic planning to deploying
your future analytics environment on Microsoft Azure.

BOOTCAMP OVERVIEW

WHAT SHOULD YOU EXPECT?

Our one-day coaching sessions pair one of our
experts and your team, where we help define and
break down seemingly complex modern data
pipeline components including like APIs, data
lakes, data science, machine learning and more.

The first half of our day is dedicated to
understanding the myths, trends, components
and best practices around deploying a modern
analytics environment. In the afternoon, we work
together to define opportunities for pilot projects
and communicate your plan when you return
back to HQ.

THE POWER OF AZURE CLOUD
The evolution of “the cloud” continues to lower
the barriers and cost of entry into advanced
analytics. This means any organization can
compete on an elite scale, rapidly deploying new
models and solutions as economic trends and
conditions evolve. Microsoft Azure is the most
widely-used cloud platform for enterprise-scale
analytics.

Analytics Bootcamp + Microsoft Azure
Analytics leaders who attend our Bootcamps walk away with a practical and
actionable understanding of their next mission – to craft and communicate a real plan
to start their analytics journey. Early adopters of advanced analytics have tried, failed,
learned and succeeded already. We bring these lessons to share with you, giving you a
head start as you prepare to tackle the most complex data challenges your company
faces.

YOUR ADVANTAGE
Gone are the wild early days of modern data science and
big data management – but the lessons learned and
global benefits are now established for you to accelerate
your own data initiatives.

AT YOUR SERVICE
The Microsoft Azure platform has evolved as the world
came to appreciate the value of data. Get started
without installations, hardware, specialized skills – there
is an Azure service for each step in the data pipeline.

WHITE GLOVE SERVICE
With the depth and skill of Newcomp’s data science &
engineering teams, combined with Microsoft’s worldclass technology & support structure, you have an entire
team by your side as you embark on each of your data
and analytics journeys.

Analytics Bootcamp &
Customer Success
The customer, one of the largest oil and gas producers in
Canada, faced the challenge of developing a single source of
truth for analytics while feeling pressure from upper
management to deliver on and us machine learning and data
analytics. The Analytics Bootcamp provided the customer
with the knowledge they needed enabled them to make
informed decisions regarding the organization’s analytics
journey.

“I had more than one a-ha moment during
the presentation.” – Operations Engineer

“Now that we are up to speed, what do we
do next? How do we get there?” – VP,
Exploitation

“There’s so many fluffy explanations out
there, it’s nice to finally get what the world
is talking about.” – Manager, Thermal
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Let’s make sure you get the most out of your time
investment.
Talk one-on-one with Newcomp’s senior practice leaders to
understand how the Analytics Bootcamp could benefit your
unique culture and environment.

Want to know more? Contact us.

